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Pro Ubuntu Server AdministrationApress, 2008
Pro Ubuntu Server Administration teaches you advanced Ubuntu system building. After reading this book, you will be able to manage anything from simple file servers to multiple virtual servers to high–availability clusters. This is the capstone volume of the Apress Ubuntu trilogy that includes Beginning Ubuntu Linux, Third...

		

Starling Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop and deploy isometric turn-based games using Starling


	Overview

	
		Create a cross-platform Starling Isometric game
	
		Add enemy AI and multiplayer capability
	
		Explore the complete source code for the Web and cross-platform game develpment
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J2EE Security for Servlets, EJBs, and Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2003
J2EE developers have an extraordinary array of powerful options for securing their Web services, Web applications, EJB components and RMI objects. Now, expert Java architect Pankaj Kumar helps developers make sense of Java's increasingly rich security APIs, tools, patterns, and best practices-showing how to use each of them in the right place,...






		

Cryptography for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Protect yourself and your business from online eavesdroppers—it’s easier than  you think! If you were hoping for a flame-throwing watch or flying a car, we’re  sorry—this isn’t James Bond’s equipment manual. Cryptography is a common-sense  way to secure stuff on the Internet, and this friendly guidebook makes...


		

Mastering NginxPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written for experienced systems administrators and engineers, this book teaches you from scratch how to configure Nginx for any situation. Step-by-step instructions and real-world code snippets clarify even the most complex areas.


	Overview

	
		An in-depth configuration guide to help you understand how to best...



		

Microsoft IIS 6.0: Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2003
This precise pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day  administration of Web servers running Microsoft Information Services (IIS) 6.0.  Zero in on core IIS support procedures and everyday tasks using quick-reference  tables, step-by-step instructions, and lists. You get the focused, streamlined  information you need to...






		

Secure XML: The New Syntax for Signatures and EncryptionPearson Education, 2002
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the environment of choice  for creating many of today's technologically sophisticated and  security-sensitive Web applications. With Secure  XML, developers now have the hands-on guide they need to combine a strong  foundation in XML with proven, practical...


		

A+ Certification Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 220-301, Exam Cram 220-302), Second EditionQue, 2003
A+ Exam Cram 2 is a study skill enhancement and tutorial, designed to focus on exactly what students need to get A+ certified, with coverage of exams 220-221 and 220-222. It details all the new exam objectives and items in the following areas: Windows 98, Windows 2000, and Windows NT version 4.0. Because the A+ certification is a core competency...


		

Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the GarageSyngress Publishing, 2005
The perfect book for computer hobbyists, Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the Garage is sure to equally appeal both to kids with gift certificates looking for fun on a snowy January day as well as to adults eager to learn the basics of simple microcomputer design. The book will begin by teaching readers the basics of computer processing by...





		

Software Process Improvement: 15th European Conference, EuroSPI 2008, Dublin, Ireland, September 3-5, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
This textbook is intended for use by SPI (Software Process Improvement) managers and researchers, quality managers, and experienced project and research managers. The papers constitute the research proceedings of the 15th EuroSPI (European Software Process Improvement, www.eurospi.net) conference in Dublin, Ireland, 3–5 September 2008....

		

Microsoft Lync Server 2010 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	This is the industry’s most comprehensive, realistic, and useful guide to Microsoft Lync Server 2010. It brings together “in-the-trenches” guidance for all facets of planning, integration, deployment, and administration, from expert consultants who’ve spent years implementing Microsoft Unified...


		

Blackhatonomics: An Inside Look at the Economics of CybercrimeSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Would you be surprised if I say that the essence of cyber-crime comes down to traditional theft of property—be that of funds in accounts, of company data (and the financial harm that can cause), or of personal/confidential information (and the damage that can cause by it winding up in the wrong hands)? As time goes by, hackers, virus...
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